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Being responsible practitioners of data, we would be remiss not to
ground the numbers presented in this round-up. The totals given are for
observed ransomware attacks, not total attacks that took place. Certain
ransomware groups carry out attacks by offering secrecy to their victims
as an added incentive for payment. If a negotiation leads to a successful
transaction in this case, the victim’s identity is not revealed, and stolen
data is kept from being released.
Conversely, certain groups will use publicity to pressure a victim into
payment or post a victim’s identity and data in the case of
noncompliance. We simply don’t know the number of ransomware
attacks where the victim pays for silence.
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JUNE 2021
Public Ransomware Attacks

While it may not seem like it, June 2021 was a quieter month
for publicly disclosed ransomware attacks than the month of
May. Attacks in June totaled 171 versus May at 231. Don’t be
lulled into a false sense of security — this is just the absolute
number of attacks posted to threat actor “dark web” sites. The
decrease is perhaps due to the dissolution of particularly active
threat actors such as Darkside and Avaddon. As expected, a
number of new groups have taken their place and are quickly
gaining momentum. June attacks by new groups already make
up 25% of the month’s total (PayOrGrief, Prometheus,
Unknown, Vice Society and Xing). And, as America learned
over the July 4th weekend, well-established groups can still
cause widespread damage with a single attack.

GEOGRAPHIC
BREAKDOWN

Locations of publicly disclosed
attacks across all observed
threat actor groups
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Countries

Other, 23%

The United States remained the most attacked country making
up 52.63% percent of total publicly disclosed attacks compared
to 45.45% in May. France was the second highest with 9.94% of
the total, up from 6.06%. Canada is third at 5.26%, and the UK
and Brazil take the remaining top spots, each with 4.68% of the
June total. France’s climb in ransomware attacks is likely

Brazil, 5%

United States, 52%

explained by a spike in activity by the Everest ransomware group
which seems to predominantly post French companies to its site

UK, 5%

in recent months. Everest alone released data for 7 victims on its
TOR site during the month of June, a significant increase from its

Canada, 5%

observed activity over the prior month. Brazil also unexpectedly
moved from a marginal place in May to one of the top spots in
June, an increase of 166%. Most of these attacks originated from
Sodinokibi (REvil), the threat actor behind July’s Kaseya
ransomware attack, who themselves appear to have
geographically diversified their victim pool in June.
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that number increased to 13, a
62.5% increase. 43.75% of
victims were companies located
in the United States while the
next highest country (at 12.5%)
were in Brazil. Throughout both
months, most of REvil’s victims
come from the legal industry.
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For all ransomware groups,
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manufacturing remained the most
victimized industry with 22 attacks, down
slightly from 29 in May. Technology and
healthcare trailed behind, with 17 and 16
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attacks respectively. Finance was next
highest with 14 attacks. Notably,
education saw an increase in June
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ransomware attacks, up by 75% from the
prior month. The majority of these
attacks in June were not against major
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universities with large endowments, but
rather public school districts located in
the United States.
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Conti remained the most active ransomware group,
posting a total of 49 new victims to its leak site in

33

June. Sodinokibi (REvil) was next with 33 posted
49

victims. This represents a slight decrease for Conti

1

(-9%) and a considerable increase for REvil (+43%)
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over the prior month. Everest and Cuba were also
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more active in June, though comprising a small
percentage of total attacks. June also marked the
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return of Babuk. After previously claiming to cease
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operations, then rebranding as PayLoad.bin, the
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group posted several victims in June as Babuk 2.0.
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Last month we reported the arrival of a new group, PayOrGrief. This ransomware variant claimed to be “the
new generation” of ransomware, one which no longer engages in discounts, long negotiations, nor provides
data proofs. Whereas most threat actors will forestall publication of victim data while negotiations are
ongoing, PayOrGrief has been much more aggressive. Based on their observed behavior, we noted that they
post a new victim’s name and start releasing exfiltrated data on their site 6 – 7 days from the execution of
the encryptor regardless of whether victims attempt to engage in dialogue. Follow-up data leaks continue if
victims still do not pay. Once victims pay, their data is removed from the PayOrGrief site.
Based on these behaviors, we have noted that over the month of June only 5% of victims paid the ransom
demand once their data had been initially exposed on the PayOrGrief site. While we cannot know how many
victims met the ransom demand within the initial 6 – 7 days and therefore were never posted to the
PayOrGrief leak page, we do know that a small minority of victims found quelling the aggressive data
exposure tactics of PayOrGrief sufficient justification to pay the ransom once their data had been exposed.

THREAT ACTOR BEHAVIOR & INTEL
Publicly disclosed ransomware attacks
As with the data discussed last month, Thursday remained the day of the week when most victim leaks are posted on the dark web. There were only two days during
June in which we don’t have record of a victim being publicly posted on a ransomware site – June 12th and June 18th. While we certainly aren’t making any causal
assertions here, it is interesting to note that June 12th was a Saturday and a national holiday in Russia, commemorating the Declaration of Russian State Sovereignty
after the collapse of the USSR.
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SHUTDOWNS
Observed in June 2021

Avaddon ransomware ceased operations in the middle of June, releasing
2,934 decryption keys for its victims. Avaddon’s TOR sites went offline as an
anonymous tip was sent to tech publication Bleeping Computer with the
decryption keys. Avaddon’s absence is certainly reflected in the decreased
numbers for the month of June as they were a particularly fecund group for
posting new victims to their leak site. Their data releases alone made up nearly
a quarter of total leaks for the month of May.
Mount Locker and n3tworm likewise went offline in the month of June despite
both posting victims in May, as has another group, “Unknown” that we have
been monitoring for a few weeks. The “Unknown” group emerged in late May
and began posting victims, revealing samples of their exfiltrated data. The
exfiltrated data was hosted via FTP on the domain of another group we
discovered in early June, “ElonMusKnow.”
Both sites linked to one another and cross-posted content. It’s possible that
this unnamed group was one and the same with ElonMusKnow, however, we
have been unable to obtain a malware sample, and at the time of this writing,
both sites have gone offline. The last victim was published in late June.

NEW THREAT ACTOR GROUPS

Hive

Observed in June 2021

In the absence of threat actors such as Avaddon, Darkside, and
Mountlocker, this month we observed the emergence of several new
groups including Hive, Vice Society, and Prometheus.
All three groups exfiltrate data and have published leak sites on the TOR
network. In addition, after a period of silence by the Lockbit group, a new
site appeared purporting to be Lockbit 2.0.

Vice Society

Prometheus

NEW THREAT
ACTOR GROUPS
Hive

Hive, according to its namesake, encrypts files with an
appended “.hive” extension and creates a ransom
note in each directory, titled,
“HOW_TO_DECRYPT.txt.“
The ransom note gives the standard ransom threats
and leads victims to its leak page as well as a chat site
to engage with the threat group for negotiation and
payment. The leak site hosts victim sample files on
third-party sites such as ufile[dot]io and exploit[dot]in.

NEW THREAT
ACTOR GROUPS
Vice Society

Vice Society likewise first appeared in the month of June. While
less is known of this variant so far, some cyber security researchers
are asserting a link between Vice Society and another ransomware
group, HelloKitty, based on a malware sample.
Like many others, this group maintains its own leak site on the
dark web where victim data is posted. This leaked data appears to
be hosted directly on Vice Society’s infrastructure in FTP format,
allowing for more data exposure compared to others who host
only links to zipped sample files.

NEW THREAT
ACTOR GROUPS
Prometheus

Prometheus is the third group we
observed arriving on the ransomware
scene in June. When it first began, the
variant prominently displayed its
supposed affiliation with REvil on its
leak site, though this has now been
removed.
The ransom note is titled,
RESTORE_FILES_INFO and leads
victims to its ticketing system chat site
as well as its leak page. The group has
been relatively active, posting 14 new
victims to its site in June.

TO NOTE:
HimilayA

Finally, we discovered easily obtainable and
ready-made ransomware advertised by a new
group for free on dark web forums in the
previous month. This only highlights the turnkey
nature and division of labor in the Ransomware
as a Service supply chain.
“Clients” in this market obtain the ransomware
executable at no cost and can even customize
their order, but must agree to share 30% of the
ransom with HimalayA. Interesting to note here
are the prohibitions on attacks against nonprofit,
healthcare facilities, and “public organizations.”

JUNE 2021
As we move into July, it seems the relative decrease of publicly posted attacks in
June is no sustainable respite. Supply chain attacks are sure to be a key theme in
the coming months, given that they allow ransomware threat actors to disrupt and
extort multiple networks simultaneously for possibly record-breaking sums. June
saw at least one such incident, though not publicly disclosed by the threat group.

ABOUT TETRA DEFENSE
GO BEYOND

Tetra Defense began with one goal in mind: To go beyond
what’s been done before. Backed by the experience of our
Cyber Defense Operations team, we provide Managed
Detection & Response services for clients to protect both
their endpoints and their inbox with a combination of leading
security tools, custom-built services, and the diligent
monitoring and insight from our team.
Through our continued growth and evolution, we have been
told that we do things differently, that we tackle the most
difficult tasks in stride, and that we stop at nothing to do
what's best for our clients.
We’re ready to help you actively defend against the latest
threats. Contact us here.

